You often have to cancel spraying because the wind's too strong. You want to apply turf herbicide but it's too close to flower beds. You urgently need to spray against fusarium but golfers are playing nearby.

Recognise the problems? Hardi does!

That's why we have introduced the new range of Windfoil drift control spray booms.

Greensfoil GF 1000, 2000
Hose fed walking booms.
Lightweight, precision balanced design provides fingertip control. Durable, puncture proof tyres will not mark greens.

These booms enclose the spray within a flexible shield preventing the escape of pesticide particles into the environment. Because the spray is contained, the undesirable effect of drift, operator exposure and public hazard are greatly reduced.

Windfoil SP 4500 Choice of hydraulic, electric and manual folding boom options. Breakaway feature follows ground contours and prevents damage. Fitting kits available for all power units.

By containing the spray a greater proportion of the droplets hit their intended target. This improved coverage ensures greater spraying efficiency, more economic use of chemical and a better end result.

Hardi, advancing technology to improve the environment.

We've got it covered

For more details or the name of your nearest Hardi distributor call 01455 233811